So Senator Harry Reid, “The Incoherent One” from the great State of Nevada, and the Socialist Democratic Majority Leader put his foot in his mouth once again, this time by stating some off key racial remarks and descriptions of his Lord and Master before he was his Lord and Master. It seems as though during the Presidential elections of 2008, Harry Reid then said of candidate Barack Hussein Obama that the Country is ready to embrace him, because he is “a light skinned African American with no Negro dialect unless he wanted to have one”. 
 Isn’t this just a little too late? Why wasn’t this news worthy at the time it actually happened?  We are all well aware that most of the media is controlled by fabricated Socialistic liars. Who print and announce twisted news reports, untruthful events and cover-ups to manipulate an uninformed clueless public towards their way of liberal thinking. Could this be the major reason why it took so long to surface and reveal its ugly head? Why did it take a new book in 2010, called the “Game Change” which relates to the events associated with the 2008 Presidential election, to bring this unethical deliberately censored statement out into the open?
The Socialist Democratic Party has the unique knack of making insensitive racist comments and remarks relating to all ethic dominations, with a Teflon force field of impenetrable defense. Their comments are usually acknowledged unilaterally with no remorse, responsibility and in most cases tolerated as a customary right, sometimes followed by a modest apology, which is always accepted and forgiven without any hesitation or additional reprimands.
Didn’t President Johnson ask for and was given Republican support, because it was the right thing to do,  to pass his Civil Rights Act of  1964, which was basically rejected by a good percentage of his own Democratic Party? How soon they forget?
It is definitely, without a doubt an awful sad display of hypocrisy and bigotry, but also a fascinating humorous reprehensible dishonorable act of shame and derogation, to observe individuals of a certain race, creed, color or religion turn their backs, close their eyes, cover their ears, and shut their mouths to these belittling statements made, because the culprit, in question, is a so called member of their own political party, ideology or organization.
This is not only considered a double standard, but also a humiliating sellout to their entire ethic roots, achievements and accomplishments. What’s good for the goose is good for the gander? Unfortunately in America, we are all held hostage and victims to a select Socialist Marxist Democratic group which Polices, Judges, Sentences, and Punishes selected individuals according to all their self determining analysis of political and social correctness. 
 Senator Harry Reid, “The Incoherent One has given his humble apology to President Barack Hussein Obama, The Chosen One” in which he immediately accepted and considered the book closed. This is simply marvelous. Would he rapidly offer the same sincere act of forgiveness to anyone associated with the Republican, Conservative, Libertarian Parties, or any other Political Organizations besides his own, I don’t think so?
Now the Republicans filed a protest of bias and favoritism, naturally to deaf ears, led by the Republican National Committee Chairman Michael Steele and GOP Whip Senator from Arizona, Jon Kyl. They both suggested and demanded Harry Reid’s resignation. They were basically yelling foul, because in the past, when members of the Republican Party were maliciously chastised unfairly for situations that were less than similar in magnitude. For example, the downfall of Trent Lott, who lost his leadership post in 2002 after saying that the Country, would have been better off if Sen. Strom Thurmond, a segregationist, had been elected president in 1948.
The Republicans should stop crying, and start fighting, putting an abrupt halt to this obvious ignorant bias intimidation, initiated by the self righteous Democrats, who never practice what they preach. The Democrats live by pressure, fear and threats, basically using school yard bullying tactics. If they know you will run, with your tail between your legs, back down and wimp out constantly to their aggressions. Then they will continue to use this obviously successful arm twisting strategy, again and again.
They should follow and study from Sarah Palin, who has the strength, courage and fortitude, to stand her ground and reverse these childish Democratic maneuvers against them, using it to her advantage, making total fools out of them all and scares the crap out of them.
Unlike the Republicans, the Democrats always seem to close ranks, stand unified and protect one another without any wavering in these situations. The Republicans always abandon ship and allow their own accused to sink, in shark infested waters, without even throwing them a life preserver or spear gun. 
Call a Republican a racist and they’ll apologize, bend over backwards, allowing everyone and anyone to extort their pride and dignity, just to prove the accuser wrong. Unfortunately, this will still never be enough to satisfy these piranhas until the outcome is that of political elimination and career demise.
Call a Democrat a racist, and the Socialist protective bubble is engaged, protecting their, “acceptable bigotry and hypocrisy”. 
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